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Fig. 1

STAR RS485 - Serial bus extension for star-shaped connections

STAR RS485 is an extension module for the serial bus RS485 with one input and 6 fuse-
protected outputs. It permits communication via serial bus at 9,600 Baud (standard bus speed)
as well as 38,400 Baud (high speed communication with the control panel TP16-256).
The board can be used for:

star-shaped connections with 6 branches
loop connections with 3 loops

The serial bus coming from the control panel must be connected to the input bus of the bus
extension module whereas the serial bus going on to the modules must be connected to the
outputs called loop.

STAR-SHAPED CONNECTION (DEFAULT CONFIGURATION)
This configuration permits the ramification of the serial bus RS485 creating 6 independent
branches in order to facilitate wiring of the modules.
The seriaI bus RS485 coming from the control panel must be connected to the input bus of the
bus extension module. As soon as the incoming serial bus has been wired, the yellow LED
DL8 is lit.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

The 6 bus outputs (A1-B1 = output 1 ... A6-B6 = output 6) permit star-shaped wiring of the
modules (fig. 2). Every single branch is protected by a fast fuse and can have a maximum
length of 1km.

LOOP CONNECTION
Loop connections guarantee the communication with the control panel even if one of the loops
is damaged (open or short circuit).
Loop means circular connection. Two bus outputs build a loop which the modules are
connected to, e.g. the modules are wired in series to the serial bus coming from the output 1
and ending in the output 2 (fig. 3).
In this way, it is possible to create a total of 3 loops.
The loop connection must be enabled by the dip-switch S1 (dips 1 to 3).
Every loop can reach a maximum length of approx. 800m.
On none of the modules connected to the loop the end-of-line jumper must be inserted.
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LOOP ERROR SIGNALING
STAR RS485 constantly verifies closing of the loops and signals loop status with the help of 3
alarm outputs.

The alarm outputs are static relays the contacts of which are wired as follows:

The alarm outputs are to be wired to the zone inputs of control panel, e.g.: zone 1 to 3:

MIXED CONFIGURATION
It is possible to create a mixed configuration with both loop and star-shaped connections, e.g.
using the bus outputs 1 to 4 to create the loops 1 and 2 and the bus outputs 5 and 6 for branch
wiring.
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PROTECTION
Every couple of bus outputs (loop) is protected by fuse against current and voltage
overcharge.
Loop status is viewed by a red LED (DL4...6) that is lit upon opening (error).

ELECTRONIC BOARD
The electronic board is composed of:

Jumper JP1 - End of serial input bus RS485
The jumper must only be inserted if the module is the last device connected via the serial
input bus.
Jumper JP2 - Reset loop errors
The jumper must be inserted for a couple of seconds and then removed in order to cancel
loop error signaling (switch the LED DL1, DL2 and DL3 off) and reset the alarm outputs L1,
L2 and L3.
Dip-switch S1
Permits configuration of the bus outputs either for star-shaped connections with 6
independent branches or loop connections with 3 loops.
In addition, it permits setting of the bus speed.

Input bus
Incoming serial bus RS485 (connection with CPU board of the control panel)
Loops 1...3 - Serial bus outputs 1 to 6
Permit the ramification of the serial bus RS485 creating 6 independent branches or 3 loops

DEFAULT SETTINGS OF THE SERIAL BUS
STAR RS485 comes with the following default settings:

Bus speed 9,600 Baud
Data at 8 Bit
1 Bit for parity and 2 Bit for stop
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Fig. 4
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 WIRING EXAMPLES
STAR-SHAPED CONNECTION

ATTENTION
To guarantee smooth functioning of the serial bus also at long distance, use special twisted
cables designed for long distance wiring.
The maximum branch length of 1km must on no account been exceeded.

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

LOOP CONNECTION

ATTENTION
To guarantee smooth functioning of the serial bus also at long distance, use special twisted
cables designed for long distance wiring.
The maximum loop length of 800m must on no account been exceeded.
For loop connections it is recommended to use merely NON self-powered modules.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Device: STAR RS485
Description: Serial bus extension for star-shaped

connections
Connection: Serial RS485
Operating voltage: Rated 12V 

Minimum 10V 
Maximum 14V 

Consumption in current: Maximum 110mA ( @ 13,8V  )
Voltage per output L1, L2, L3
(between COM and Lx) Maximum 100V 
Current per output L1, L2, L3
(between COM and Lx) Maximum 60mA
Operting temperature: +5°C...+40°C


